
THE HYBRID WING 

By Jim Brown - 9/6/2017 

“The greatest advance in sailing in 100 years.”        Meade Gougeon 

 

Thigh deep in water and shin deep in mud, I wade out to witness the surprise 

approach of a twiggy little trimaran. As it glides past nearby, I holler to the lone sailor, 

“Hip hip, hurray.”  He hardly responds, for he is steering carefully toward a patch of 

man-made beach at the old Pelican Motel, Key Largo, Florida. As he and his strange 

craft slide ashore, I shout, “Congratulations Randy.” He waves but he is busy with 

sails, for he is finishing the 2017 Everglades Challenge, a 300-mile, hard core 

endurance grind for trailerable boats that skirts southwestern Florida from Tampa Bay 

to the Keys.  The course is mostly in the open sea but partly in the daunting swamp, 

and this craft is arriving so far ahead of its competitors that there are only a few 

greeters on the beach to honor the winner.  (We would learn later that he  has 

actually sailed a course some seventy miles longer than the other racers.) 

Slogging toward the boat, which I have seen before, I gape at its other-worldly 

rig which, as it turns out, almost no one has seen before.  I shout again. 

“Congratulations Randy, but what’s that new contraption sticking up from your old 

contraption?” He grins and waves again, a casual summons to come closer.  

The “old contraption” would be SIZZOR, a 21-foot,  200 pound trimaran that 

resembles a  pantograph made of Pickup Sticks {Sidebar 1]. She is designed, built 

and campaigned by Randy Smyth, one of America’s greatest living sailors. [Sidebar 

2] 

The new contraption would be its Hybrid Wing, arguably the world’s first 

practical rigid wing sailing rig. Looking like a handed pair of giant eagle’s feathers, 

one from each wing of the bird and each 27’ long, the two are grown together as one 

with a fat hollow between.  Soon I would learn this Wing is actually comprised of a 

robust,  all-carbon, “D” spar as its fore-section, with a see-thru, film-on-frame after-

section, which terminates at its trailing edge in a slim bolt-rope track. Yes, this 

creature also sets “soft” sails, the singular mutation which – when combined with full 

360-degrees rotation – allowed it recently to escape (after two years of incarceration) 

from the catacombs of the US Patent Office, thereby allowing Randy to expose it 

publicly for the first time in “this crazy race.” 

Seemingly un-buzzed by three days of living on a cot-sized, soaring trampoline, 

through a turbulent flight, Smyth tries to answer my questions about the rig. His 

diction sounds like one-bar cell phone reception: “Weather vane…Funnel clouds… 

Crazy gusts… Three sixty… Finger tip… Turn it on… Shut it off… Quick and silent… 

Always balanced… Lift to drag…. Leave it up… Walk away…Less stress… More 

speed…” 
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Also on the beach that day was Tommy Gonzalez, whose original brainchild 

would become the Hybrid Wing. As Randy wandered off for a shower and a nap, 

Tommy explained that the Wing sits on a pin at its base and is guyed by a plain 

“three-wire” rig wherein the two synthetic shrouds and single headstay all lead to a 

triangular hat at the very top, under which the Wing can rotate all around. As I stare 

up in confused silence, Tommy says, “Right, there’s no standing rigging but at the 

top.”  

“So…” I mutter. “You mean the whole shebang can weathervane inside the 

rigging?... Into the wind no matter which … ?” 

“Absolutely, and that’s just the beginning,” says Tommy. It also can spread a 

soft mains’l.” 

“Oh? That’s the square-top blade thing I saw when he sailed in?”  

“Right. He had it reefed then, but when hoisted to the top, it more than doubles 

the area.” 

“That means it’s a reefable wing!?” I exclaim. 

“That’s where the hybrid comes in. You know how, for instance, the America’s 

Cup boats have rigid wings with rigid elements that are like flaps on an airplane? 

They can be controlled independently, but you can’t get rid of them? 

“Yeah.” 

“Well, this is a rigid wing with a soft element that you can get rid of. When the 

wind really blows you can reef the soft element part way, or take it down completely 

and just sail on the rigid wing alone. Of course, you can also set headsails when 

needed, but the crux is this (he pauses and smiles). When you’re not sailing, you 

don’t have to take the whole thing down with a crane and put it in a warehouse, like 

with the America’s Cup wings. Or sometimes they haul the boats every night and 

capsize them on land just to secure the wing to a tie-down. Those wings can’t 

weathervane because they conflict with the rigging. That makes them hopelessly 

impractical. Nobody’s ever going to put one on a recreational boat. This one you can 

just leave it up, let it weathervane and walk away.”   [ ⃰ 1 Footnote, see page 15] 

 “So… does that mean it could be used on anybody’s boat?” I ask. 

“At least anybody’s multihull,” says Tommy. “It needs a wide staying base to 

lead the rigging away from the wing, but we think we really have something here that 

can make a difference in sailing’s future. And incidentally, the Wing is only one part of 

what we’re doing.”   

I would soon learn the Wing is phase one of a monumental, three-phase 

endeavor in progress at Tommy’s huge shop in Bristol, Rhode Island, and this 

Magazine will eventually report on all three. But right now, I want to tell you about 
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having breakfast with Randy Smyth the morning after he finished the Everglades 

Challenge at Key Largo: 

 

[SECTION TWO] 

“About sixteen percent,” Randy is trying to say with his mouth full.  “You don’t 

want much more than that.” We are sitting in the sterncastle of SCRIMSHAW, my 45 

year-old Searunner trimaran now owned by Bruce Matlack. Bruce, an early 

windsurfing pioneer, and his friend Carla Laney, are serving piles of pancakes loaded 

with nuts and berries.  

“Here’s more, they’re hot,” says Bruce 

“I warmed the syrup, too,” says Carla. 

I try again to ask my question about balance, and I’m also hoping to catch this 

caper on my little voice recorder, which captured something like the following:. 

I am asking, “You say… how much of the Wing area?... sixteen percent?... 

goes forward of the rotation axis?” 

 “Mmmm,” says Randy.  “The books say you can go as high as twenty, even 

twenty one percent, but with that much, the Wing would go crazy in strong winds, 

flutter like a flag. At sixteen percent, we know this particular Wing – at least this one – 

is rock stable when it’s weathervaned in at least fifty knots of wind. But what’s really 

cool is, when sailing it puts much less strain on the boat. You know, compared to my 

regular rig for SIZZOR, the Wing has only a fraction of the sheet load. That’s why I 

was able to trim it so quickly in those gusts.”  

“What gusts?” Says Bruce. 

“Here’s fresh coffee,” says Carla. 

“Well, you know, I make part of my living as kind of a test pilot for new sails and 

rigging, and this crazy race was a real test. I’ve done all kinds of sailing, around the 

world and all that stuff. But this year the Everglades Challenge was a challenge with 

a capital C. There were small craft warnings at the start, and it’s a race for small craft 

only. You know, you have to be able to drag your boat into the water at the start. So 

they delayed the start by one day and they moved the line and all the boats about 

seventy miles south into more sheltered waters. But the forecast for the next day 

wasn’t any better, so I decided to sail the entire course. and believe me, it was no 

cake walk for any of us. There were lots of dropouts, but it made for a better test for 

this Wing than I could have found otherwise.” 

“How so?” Bruce asks. 

“Yeah,” I ask. 
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 “Well, it was crazy windy! And on the second day there was a big thunderhead 

approaching, you know, boiling up, and it had three funnel clouds hanging down from 

it. I didn’t know whether they were going to be tornados or just waterspouts, but the 

whole thing was coming right at me. So I got the soft sails down – there wouldn’t 

have been time to reef a traditional rig – and the gusts hammering down from that 

thing, they came from all directions. I could just let the wing weathervane, shut off the 

power, and it was silent! You know, usually there’s a lot of noise in a squall – sails 

flogging, mast moaning – but this thing was steady and quiet. Or I could trim the bare 

wing with one hand, drive the boat as hard or as easy as needed to retain control. 

Amazing, really…” 

“Hold it a minute,” I say. “I splashed syrup on my recorder.” As I frantically suck 

the mike, Bruce and Randy start reminiscing about their early windsurfing days, 

sometimes racing against each other. There’s a fair bit of muffled razzing, and when 

the audio resumes, Randy is laughing:  

“…Okay, but I’m still a performance guy. Usually, all I want to do is go faster, so 

the speed potential of the Wing is right up my alley. It’s the kind of thing I think about 

on a daily basis. But until this race, I had never thought of this Wing thing as a safety 

feature, a tool for seamanship.  In a real blow, I could feel comfortable, in absolute 

control of the boat. It made me realize that we’ve come up with something that is 

actually practical in many ways. Not only can you leave it up like an ordinary rig, but 

when, say you’re running in a gale or maybe even anchored In a hurricane – we’ll see 

– but at least in concept it has less drag than an ordinary rig.” (There are moans of 

appreciation, with squirts and clanks from the galley). 

“At least,” Randy says, “we know you can leave it up at the dock!  When I sailed 

in TEAM ADVENTURE, that 110’ cat, we circumnavigated with a big wing mast but it 

couldn’t weathervane even half way around because of conflict with the rigging. So at 

one point we were tied to a dock and the wind changed. It blew hard and the boat 

tried to sail off dock and all… very dangerous, and it got us into real trouble at sea. 

We just couldn’t turn it off!” (Moans of sympathy.) 

“Now, with just me in my little 200-pound trimaran – believe me it’s no cruising 

boat – well, those gusts were maybe fifty knots, at least a steady forty, and at times I 

was really going… flying off the waves at twenty or more… Well, I’ve sailed the same 

boat in the same race three other times with its regular rig. It’s very nice, carbon 

mast, my best sails, but there’ve been times when I couldn’t handle it. You know, jib 

down, out of balance… couldn’t head up to reef the main, had to sail aground to 

regain control. But the Wing is located directly over the dagger board, so the boat is 

always balanced, and on any point of sail,you can quickly turn its power on or off. It’s 

far less work for far more control, and believe me, we did not expect that kind of utility 

from this thing. So this crazy race made for a good comparison. Are those pecans in 

the pancakes?” 

“Almonds,” says Bruce with his mouth full. 
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“Mmmm,” says Randy. Here’s another thing … puts far less stress on the boat. 

Like for instance about forty percent less load at the main sheet. With my old rig, I 

needed a seven-part purchase, and at times I could hardly budge it. But with the 

Wing, there’s only a four-part tackle, and it’s easy to pull, much faster trimming. Plus 

the Wing is really efficient. There’s far better lift-to-drag. You know, more forward 

drive for less side force. They say a wing gives nominally twenty percent more drive 

than ordinary sails, but where it really comes in handy is when…  Like with my old rig, 

the dagger board was barely big enough because I needed shallow draft for this 

crazy race. It was okay when the boat was really moving, but sometimes in waves 

and such the board would stall out. But now with the Wing, the board is plenty big 

enough… far less lateral loading. In fact, the whole boat is just more efficient, and it 

really matters when you can tack up a channel in zephyrs at 85 degrees between 

tacks instead of 110 or whatever. The difference in efficiency is pretty cool. Butter 

please.” 

At this point the recording turns to Bruce and Randy talking about sailboarding 

in surf, where one has enough power to traverse a breaker at very high speed,  then 

“take the drop,” and run away to jibe and then traverse again. They both become 

quite animated. Randy is somehow reminded of starting “this crazy race” way behind 

the competition, and the next day sailing through the fleet. He now reveals the 

extreme competitiveness that has brought him so much success on such disparate 

boats and courses. He says, “In the other Everglades Challenges, I’ve pretty much 

had to run the course alone. You know, after the start it’s just me and the clock. But 

this time, because I started so far behind, I saw many of the other boats. Like I saw 

Meade (Gougeon) out there in his sailing canoe, doing fine at age 78! Wow! But then 

I saw a little trimaran up ahead – it was doing well… storming along, spray flying… 

but I was going so much faster, and I know he couldn’t hear me coming (background 

swoons of expectation). I put my windward outrigger about this far (he shows 

pinching fingers) from his head (we gasp), and I went ripping past at maybe twenty 

knots (we wail). Just totally showed him how it’s done.”  

After belly laughs all around, our breakfast blab devolved into the clanking AND 

swishing sounds of cleaning up the galley. Carla had it mostly done already, so after 

Randy left, Bruce and I explored the prospect of fitting a Hybrid Wing to his (once my) 

1960s vintage trimaran. We agreed that speed would not be the motive, rather ease 

of handling and safety. The discussion left us wondering if, in time, many existing 

boats might benefit from such a retrofit.  ⃰ 2 

Back at the beach that afternoon, we watched Randy load SIZZOR and its 

spectacular Wing on the single trailer that transports both. He just loosened the rig, 

lifted the Wing off its pin, dropped its base into the sand beside the boat, and easily 

manhandled its 27’ length and 5’ breadth down to horizontal. Now, even more 

shockingly, he yanked  it apart in the middle, each half easily handled by one man. I 

marveled that, despite the Wing’s extraordinary span, unsupported by rigging from 

top to bottom, its joint in the middle is comprised simply of two, all-carbon 

“bulkheads,” one each side of the plain butt joint, with a large square stud protruding 
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out from one face that simply inserts into a matching socket in the other. That’s it  – 

no fasteners or other connective means are used. The very notion that such a 

structure survived the 2017Everglades Challenge inspires confidence that much 

larger Wings can indeed be made to stand ocean racing stresses. 

As each segment of SIZZOR’s Wing was placed in its padded, form-fitting 

bunks atop the trailered hulls, Tommy Gonzalez told me of his new firm, Fast 

Forward Composites ( >>c ). Located at the epicenter of American hightech 

boatbuilding, Bristol, RI, and next to the very seat of American yachting, Newport, RI, 

this is where Tommy has quietly developed a serious plant, assembled his “Mosaic 

Design Team,” and brought a committed investor/client to the table.  Tommy said, 

“I’m not a boatbuilder. I’m a sailor, but I’ve put this Wing idea together with other 

things. And to get protection we’ve had to keep it under wraps. I guess we’ve become 

quite secretive about it, but now that we finally have a patent on it, and several others 

pending, maybe you should come up to Bristol, see the whole project and help us let 

the cat out of the bag.” 

 

 

[SECTION THREE] 

 

High-jumping at this chance, I soon came down in Bristol with Scott Brown, my 

Canadian cinematographer friend, and with Aaron Porter, editor of this Magazine. ⃰ 3 

Finding the >>C shop was difficult; industrial park, chain link fence, sliding gate, no 

sign or obvious entrance, but with time we found our way in. Both Tommy and Randy 

were there. So was Wolfgang Chamberlain, the chief builder, and his team of 

maestro composite boatwrights, and we soon learned this facility is as labyrinthine as 

their endeavor. The staff, of roughly twenty personnel, was spooked by the presence 

of “the press,” – and especially by Scott’s cameras – until Tommy announced, “The 

time has come, guys. We’re showing them everything!” That everything included: 

 STILETTO, a 23’ catamaran test vessel rigged for hydrofoil research. 

Peppered with instruments and electric rams,  it allows extensive tweaking 

of the foils while under way. Resulting data is transmitted directly to the 

shop. 

 PILOT, an autonomous, electronic hydrofoil control system to achieve 

automatic, “smart” hydrofoiling flight in ocean waves at high speed. 

(Developing the algorithm was happening off-site.) 

 

 CALIENTE, a 40’ racing catamaran for Wing research. Also instrumented, 

this craft is fitted with a spectacular 62’ Hybrid Wing with a large soft 

element and headsails. (See Afterword) 
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 EAGLE, a 53’ racing/weekending catamaran (under construction) which is 

destined to incorporate the results of the above research. This vessel is 

designed to operate either with or without hydrofoils, and to accept either a 

standard racing rig or, ultimately,  a Hybrid Wing.   

 

While in the shop, we learned that EAGLE is herself a test bed, intended to serve as 

a half-size model of the next phase in this monumental undertaking. She is being built 

for financier Donald Sussman, owner of SUNSHINE, a 90’ Gunboat catamaran -- yes, 

skippered by Tommy Gonzalez. Sussman’s ultimate vision is to create a  fully 

hydrofoil-borne, Hybrid-Wing-propelled, cruising/racing megayacht. 

This goal may be speculative, but it is not hypothetical. EAGLE is designed by 

Seattle-based Paul Bieker and his masterful CAD draftsman Eric Jolly. Preeminent 

among today’s marine designers, they have extensive America’s Cup experience, 

and when joined with the rest of Tommy’s mosaic team, they comprise a formidable 

combination. 

While in the shop, we were told there are several factors that explain why rigid 

wings are more effective than soft sails. Among these are the wing’s precision foil 

shape, strictly maintained despite varying wind force. The wing, much more than a 

mast, can maintain very smooth transitions between the rigid and the soft elements, 

thus minimizing turbulent flow. And, these Wings in particular have extremely high 

aspect ratios, which in turn provides very favorable lift-to-drag ratios. All of these 

factors result in more thrust driving the boat ahead for less resistance through the 

wind and, consequently, less heeling effort trying to overturn the boat. Most other 

rigid wings, such as those used in the America’s Cup,  are equipped with articulating,, 

rigid elements for maximizing their overall section shape to suit varying conditions. To 

the same end,, the Hybrid Wing allows trimming both its rigid portion and the soft 

element Independently to produce the desired “twistoff” near the top and a bit of 

overtrim down low. Incidentally, Randy was Dennis Connor’s wing trimmer aboard 

STARS AND STRIPES, first catamaran to win the Americas Cup, 1986. 

Also in the shop, we saw many CNC-cut plugs and their resulting resin-

infused molds, for the range of boats and Wings, and we learn the 62’ Wing’s D-spar 

was molded in one piece using pre-impregnated carbon fiber, and it was post-cured 

in Tommy’s 95’-long, segmented, telescoping, oven. Built on rails, this huge oven 

utilizes only the segments needed for length, and some small parts were “cooking” in 

one segment while we were there. “Pre-preg” materials have the prime advantage of 

maintaining fiber straightness during lay-up, which substantially improves 

compression strength (vital in columnar structures), but pre-preg requires 

refrigeration during shipping and storage; a big fridge was running as we roamed the 

facilities. Wolfgang explained that he is soon to venture into “direct molding,” which 

eliminates the plug phase, and Tommy proclaimed that he intends to acquire a long 

autoclave, for cooking parts under pressure. This pressure further enhances the 

physical properties of carbon fiber laminates, and a prime candidate for enhanced 
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properties is the D-spar for the 82’ Wing to go on EAGLE. Not yet begun when we 

were there, this Wing (like the 27’Wing for SIZZOR, is to be molded in two segments 

for two-piece winter storage in the “tunnel” between the vessel’s hulls.  

We were also shown the nifty method used to fabricate the bird bone-looking 
ribs that form the after-section of the Wings. These are spindly, all-carbon moldings 
whose shapes all differ from each other, and are charged with maintaining the 
precision surface of the transparent, apparently fragile, film cover on the Wing’s after-
section.  

This raises the issue of the Wing’s general durability which remains to be seen 

and improved, but surely it can be no more in question than with fabric-covered 

aircraft or normal soft sails, where the main threat to longevity is sunlight. Randy 

speaks of the super light, glass-clear Clysar® film currently used on their research 

wings as, “…tougher than it looks. You can punch it, but of course you could raise 

havoc with a knife. For longevity, we’ll use something like  the new film recently 

approved by the FAA for ten year sun exposure on airplanes.” Indeed, none of the 

challenges of this futuristic project seem more daunting than those confronted by 

aviation pioneers.  “I think of what we’re doing as being like the early days of flying,” 

says Randy. “It took them a while to get the basics right, but then look what 

happened.”    

The >>c in-house hydrofoil specialist, Manuel Armeñanzas, shared with us 

some amazing cut-off specimens of his mostly-carbon fiber hydrofoils. In accord with 

futurist Buckminster Fuller’s belief that the sea is a greater challenge to humans than 

is space, it appeared to this lay observer that the technology developed for these 

hydrofoils is at least as lofty as that of aerospace. Above all, the astounding beauty of 

the Foils and Wings, and of the vessels themselves – their creature-like yet 

handcrafted countenance – was most engaging.  

Of course, the R&D phases of these endeavors can be astronomically 

expensive. It appears that Tommy’s funding is at least adequate for now, but he 

asserts his life savings are invested in the plant. The Company’s future may involve 

contracts for building big Winged, hydrofoiling yachts,, but plans are also to produce 

custom Wings and Foils for other vessels. Furthermore, the Company now welcomes 

interest from prospective licensees for producing simplified Wings and Foils of stock 

sizes for both OEM and retrofits, and both recreational and commercial  – even 

artisanal – watercraft. Time will tell if production volume will reduce the price of these 

creations sufficient to induce widespread “end user acceptance,” but after all, wings 

and foils already dominate the “up side” of sailing. ⃰ 6  

For the sake of discussion, the Hybrid Wing invention is hereby defined as: The 

most efficient, yet practical, means of extracting motive power from wind for 

seafaring. Depending on opinion and results, the Wing – In its present iterations  – 

may or may not fit that definition. Some will say it is immature, basically a plaything 

contrived to offer thrills and bragging rights to its contrivers. I wouldn’t disagree, but I 

do believe the Hybrid Wing’s inherent differences – its 360-degree rotation combined 
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with its ability to set soft sail – is an honest breakthrough that may well be with us for 

a very long time to come. At least that much of it, I think, is destined for historical 

significance.  

Oh yes, like so many of our boating brain storms, the Hybrid Wing might fade 

away in time. Even now it may be too radical or too obvious to suit Corinthian 

sensibilities. But what about the prospect of commercial – even military – 

applications? Long before today’s plethora of catamaran fast ferries, and the Navy’s 

new stealth trimaran “Pirate Busters” and autonomous, sailing “Sub Seekers,” there 

came the hundreds of “cattlemarans.” These privately built excursion “day charter” 

craft now operate in all the warm-water resort areas worldwide. Given a good location 

and knowing management, they can be very lucrative. Knowing that history, it seems 

there should be opportunity in offering magic carpet rides on commercial craft with 

Wings and foils. If that works, then how about fishboats, ferries and FedX freighters? 

In fact, if that stuff fails to happen soon, some future nautical historian, when studying 

the post-industrial mariners, may ask, “Why did they limit all that brilliance to playthings? 

Were they like the ancient Aztecs, who put wheels only on their toys?” [ 

So come now, if wings and foils can make a nifty sailing toy, how about a hybrid sailing ship? If 

we look back on just the last 60 years of frenetic development in light weight seafaring, we cannot 

but swoon at the prospects for the next 40. [  ⃰ 4, out take, page 15] With today’s Fast Forward button 

effectively screwed down by the likes of Sussman, Gonzales, Smyth and others, it may not be that 

long before we can buy tickets on a HyShip. Big as a jetliner, spacious as a streamliner and green as a 

frog, this futuristic juggernaut would of course be rigged with, “The most efficient, yet practical, 

means of extracting motive power from wind for seafaring.” We’re not there yet, but it seems we’re 

getting close to not just wanting – but needing – the know how being learned from playthings.   

Let’s start planning for a passage from, say, Savana to Havana (by coach), or from Cabo  
to Hilo (by Pullman). Who knows? By the time we can get reservations, the HyShip just might be the 
best – if not the only – way to get there.  You come too? 

 
End body text   4,385 words to here 

 

AFTERWORD 

 

Since beginning this treatise, Scott Brown and I have returned to Bristol for a 

transcendent ride in CALIENTE, the 40’ “beach cat” with the 62’ Wing. This boat is 

not equipped with hydrofoils, yet under that Wing and its full soft element (no jib), with 

winds in the mid teens she’ll do 14 knots close hauled to windward at very tight 

angles. Reaching with the jib added, she lopes along easily at speeds in the mid 20s, 

and in stronger gusts she’ll exceed 30 knots, all with crisp control. Bearing away at 

speed is the usual touch and go to avoid diving the lee bow, but for comparison, 

Tommy has sailed her with the standard racing rig, found a greater tendency to 

“pearl,” but with somewhat reduced overall performance.  
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What’s more, the bare Wing wants to be fondled. Manually swinging it around 

with one hand can stop, start, reverse and slide the vessel sideways. Letting it 

weathervane shifts it into neutral, but our ride was not without its wrinkles. Hoisting 

and downing the soft sail element was tedious. The square-top battens apparently 

caused binding in the bolt rope track, and to allow the bare Wing to rotate fully, its 

soft sail must be entirely detached, so it wanted some convenient means of stowage. 

Of course, teething problems are to be expected in such a developmental rig,  a 

natural part of inevitably growing up. 

New to me, and more engaging than the nuts and bolts, are the sights and 

sounds of sailing underneath a Hybrid Wing. To my eye, the thing looks like it “grew 

that way,” an aero dorsal reaching skyward from the back of some multi-torsoed 

monster that is neither fish nor fowl. Of course, God never made a true sailing 

creature, but if Darwin had found one somewhere, like in the Galapagos, he might 

have said, “Its range as apparently unlimited, for it glides across – and sometimes 

over – the surface of the sea to swiftly crease the waves of any waters.” He might 

have noted that this mutant organism makes no cry, but I can tell you that, if you 

listen up, you can hear its gallant plume whisper-singing through the wind. To my ear, 

it chants a sort of tuneless, reggae rap that goes like…. 

There be birds which sometimes gotsta swim,  

And fish whose gotsta fly. 

But there aint no critters what can reee-ly sail. 

That be for you and me to try. 

 

 

407 words 

 

 

SIDEBAR 1 

 

 

“WHO IS RANDY SMYTH ?” 

“Something to do with sailing, right? Isn’t he the guy who…?” 

“Yeah, over sixty wins,  worldwide. And now he’s putting giant feathers on his boats.” 

Overheard, anon. 
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Randy Smyth came from a So-Cal sailing family, and started racing in dinghies as a kid. He 

soon prevailed in several small boat classes locally and beyond. Before leaving high school, 

he landed his first job as a sailmaker, and today, he makes his living as a multihull sail 

designer. Smyth Sails have contributed to many outstanding performances worldwide, 

including on the 110’ catamaran TEAM ADVENTURE in which Randy circumnavigated.  

Sixty-two years old with three growing children, Randy is disarmingly modest and 

personable ashore, but on the race course he is rigidly focused on winning. Over the years he 

has consistently earned many racing titles in marathon “adventure” races, in national and 

world championships, and in the Olympics, the Americas Cup and in open ocean events. 

Private at times, he is far from shy. He was Kevin Costner’s skipper in Water World, he has 

commentated during the Olympics, on ESPN and NBC, and he once performed a spectacular 

capsize as a stunt.   

Of course, a career like this contains innumerable swashbuckling sea stories. A 

favorite occurred during the Worrell 1,000, a grueling marathon for beach cats,up the 

Atlantic seaboard from Florida to Virginia. Besides contending with the open sea in open 

boats for a thousand miles, all contestants were obliged to shoot the ocean surf – in and out 

–twelve times to fulfill obligatory check-ins. During one of these contests, Randy’s weather 

hull struck something solid at night. Fearing damage, he asked his crew to fly that hull, so 

that he could look overside with a flashlight. Seeing water pouring out, they simply kept that 

hull flying for the balance of the leg. They won the race, just one of six consecutive victories 

for Smyth, whereupon the event was never run again. 

Randy probably knows, but he doesn’t say, that he is arguably the  most winning 

sailor in boats of the most disparate size and type – on the widest variety of courses – of 

anyone, ever. Then again, perhaps he doesn’t know, or even care, for despite the above 

plethora of accolades, his own personal profile, as provided for this article, makes no 

mention of his recent induction into the Sailing Hall Of Fame.  

Nowadays, as a stalwart member of the “mosaic design team” at Fast Forward 

Composites, he and Tommy Gonzalez sometimes tell of once relaxing together at a lofty 

overlook on the Island of St. John, BVI, where Tommy has a home. Tommy brought out a 

sketch he’d been considering for some time, and together they enjoyed brainstorming the 

details of the “wing thing.” It took a while for them to realize what they’d done, they’ve both 

done so much.  [Tommy Gonzalez is profiled in the next issue.] 

 

 

502 words 
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SIDEBAR 2 

 

 

SIZZOR 

The Right Boat For A Crazy Race 

 

The original course for the Everglades Challenge led competitors from the open sea into a 

swampy creek and under a low, narrow bridge to an obligatory checkpoint. This not only 

required sailing craft to lower their masts, it also effectively ruled out most multihulls. Randy 

Smyth is a multihull man, so when designing a trimaran for this race he arranged for the 

cross beams (akas) to pivot horizontally at their connectives to all three hulls. By advancing 

one outrigger hull (ama) way forward, and retarding the other way aft  – like collapsing a 

pantograph – such a craft could be paddled through the narrow bridge. 

Randy then realized that “pantographing” favored other features that might make his 

boat faster. For example, by advancing the buoyancy of the downwind ama and retarding 

the sailor’s weight on the upwind trampoline, the amas could be made smaller and lighter 

while still providing adequate longitudinal stability.  

He knew that the multihull’s widely spaced hulls, when trying to respond to the same 

waves at different times, exert wracking stresses on the whole platform, and this 

necessitates appropriate structure to resist the wracking. However, with his smaller amas, 

the cross beams (akas) could be located closer together, thereby sharing the Heeling-versus-

righting loads. And, if these akas were rather light and flexible, they would allow the amas to 

articulate in pitch, the better to “walk their own water” for reducing drag – while also 

reducing wracking stress and its attendant structure.  

This successive reasoning also led Randy to  make the vessel’s main hull (vaka) nearly 

cylindrical,  21’ long, and less than a foot wide! Its slenderness ratio is over 20:1, making it 

very slippery indeed. What’s more, he chose to give the ama hulls a planning shape, like 

long, slender surfboards. The downwind ama, therefore, would generate considerable 

dynamic lift at speed with much reduced wet surface, so the amas could be made still 

smaller and lighter. To avoid the tendency for planning amas to spank on the surface, they 

could be mounted high enough for both to “fly” well above the water in light airs. By 

adjusting his hiking position and trimming sheets, Randy knew he could sail the boat to 

maintain this “main hull only in the water” for long periods, and yet when the wind blew, the 

downwind ama would be burdened and the upwind ama would be flying, so neither of them 

would spank excessively (not recommended for larger boats).  
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The Everglades Challenge racecourse no longer involves that bridge, but its one-time 

constraint resulted in  SIZZOR weighing only about 200 pounds. In light airs the water sees 

her as an extremely light and narrow monohull, and yet when the wind blows, she can be a 

hard driving trimaran with minimal wet surface.  

Now…. Add a Hybrid Wing! Note, however, that  the shrouds (which lead up from the 

akas) make the same excursion – when pantographing –as the amas. Therefore, it is 

necessary to rake the Wing enough to locate its top (where the shrouds converge) directly 

above the centroid around which the akas pivot. Otherwise, the shrouds will bind and/or the 

Wing will list. Got that?  

Then…. Put Randy Smyth on the helm, and if he pulls that prank of starting way behind 

the fleet, and you are in that fleet, well, better watch your proverbial stern! 

 

 

553 words.  

Total word count with Afterword and two Sidebars:  5,818 

 

 

SIDEBAR 3 ?? 

Should this article include a profile of Tommy Gonzalez? Or should that be included in the 

next article about EAGLE and its  hydrofoils. 
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FOOTNOTES, OUT TAKES and CUTS 

(Some Beta readers think this is the best part) 

 

⃰ 1   Footnote, on page 3 

Other fully rotating rigs have required un-stayed, “free standing” masts. In multihulls, 

with their extreme stability,  un-stayed rigs  result in highly concentrated loads on the 

mast, step,  partner and hull connectives. Resolving these loads entails structural 

massiveness and obstructed interiors, all of which indicates that multihulls benefit from 

stayed rigs which, until the Hybrid Wing, have been incompatible with full rotation.  

 

⃰⃰  2   Footnote, page 5 

The Rigid wing for sailing originated in ice boat competition in the 1960s,, but with little 

success. Through the inspired development efforts of multihull pioneer David Hubbard and 

others, advanced wings soon found their way into A-class catamarans. In this active, “open” 

development class, it became evident that in order to win, you had to have a wing. This soon 

made them standard in the Little America’s Cup, and – by the 2,000s – in the “big” America’s 

Cup (and other inshore, day-sailing events where the not-fully-rotating wing’s impracticalities 

can be accommodated). 

 

⃰ 3     Out take from page 6  

Scott and I have a nautical history project called OutRig. Because historians tend to neglect 

the recent past, we have for twenty years  collected everything we can find about modern 

multihulls (www.outrigmedia.com). With Aaron’s help, we intend to culminate our Project by 

covering the futuristic quest of >>c, which is to combine rigid wings with hydrofoils on 

serious seafaring vessels. We suspect this quest, if successful, may well create a pivotal 

waypoint in nautical history. 

 

⃰ 4   Out take from page  9  

Real commerce in multihulls didn’t happen until commercial and military applications came 

along. The first evidence of this occurred in “charter” craft for tourism. Well before today’s 

plethora of behemoth catamaran fast ferries, and before the Navy’s new trimaran “pirate 

busters,” and way before its stealth, autonomous, sailing trimaran “sub seekers,” there were 

the excursion “cattlemarans.” Hundreds of these privately built vessels, many of them 

certified by the U.S. Coast Guard for offshore routes, have introduced literally millions of 

http://www.outrigmedia.com/
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tourists to the sensations of multihull sailing. Given a good location and a knowing 

management, these excursion craft can be very lucrative. If this history is any indication, an 

investor might anticipate real opportunity in providing magic carpet rides on craft with Wings 

and Foils. 

 

⃰ 5   Long out take from page 9 

As seen by this old shellback multihuller, it’s the long-term prospects of things like the 

Hybrid Wing that give me hope, but sadly, It seems that any basic change in seafaring takes 

roughly 40 years. Consider the first truly modern multihull, Woody Brown’s MANU KAI in 

1947, and then jump to  Dennis Connors’ STARS AND STRIPES, the first multihull to win the 

Americas Cup  in 1986. It may take that long again before wings and foils appear in most 

regattas, but right now, the 53’ EAGLE seems to point the way ahead to the “perfect” sailing 

yacht:  What’s so perfect about it? Well, let’s begin with the “perfections” found in any 

modern multihull: 

 

 Its buoyant structural materials, unburdened by ballast and heavy machinery, make it 

unsinkable; even if dismembered the pieces cannot sink. 

 

 Its shoal draft, raft-like stability and multiple chambers can reduce the consequences 

of the more common kinds of marine catastrophe: grounding, collision, fire and 

downflooding. 

 

 Its “twin ship” configuration can be developed to offer great communal spaciousness 

plus truly isolated privacy. 

 

Now, consider these additional – if speculative – features included in the >>c EAGLE:  

 

 Its buoyant Wing rig might well prevent total capsize, and make the craft potentially – 

at least potentially – self-righting from a knockdown. ⃰ 

 

 Its automatic, “pilot assist” hydrofoil controls may well make it reliably capable of 

soaring over – rather than plowing through – the bounding main.  

 

 Sailing with wings and foils just might resolve – at least in large part – the main 

constraint in taking humans to sea: motion sickness.  

 

 Almost as a footnote, All of the above is accomplished at sailing speeds traditionally 

unapproachable.  
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This vessel is speculative, but it’s not hypothetical. It is, after all, under construction at >>c. If 

it achieves the goals above, it is intended to serve as a half-size model of the next project for 

the same client. Donald Sussman already owns a 90’ Gunboat catamaran, and, depending on 

incremental successes, he is intending to bring Wings and Foils together, at that scale,  into 

Corinthian yachting. 

 

⃰ 6   Cut from page 8  

We also learned of a portentous feature of the wing which – if successfully developed – could 

overcome the multihull’s propensity to capsize 

{Decades of experience now indicates that multihull capsize, in both the racing and 

cruising types, is no more likely than is sinking in comparable monohulls. For sure, the 

aftermath of capsize in (un-ballasted) multihulls is far preferred to the aftermath of sinking in 

(ballasted) monohulls. Moreover, it now appears possible to make the unsinkable multihull 

also self-rightable by the crew.}  

Using a procedure developed by the late Jan Gougeon, re-righting has been S.O.P. for years in 

the Gougeon 32 catamaran. Very narrow but water-ballasted, this craft is easily dumped if 

ballasting is mishandled, so it carries a masthead float to arrest a would-be 180-degree 

inversion at the 90-degree “knockdown” position, mast and sails flat on the water with the 

boat floating “on edge.” The running backstays (which lead way outboard in multihulls) are 

equipped with long tackles in this boat. By slacking the  “uphill” tackle, a simple ginpole can 

be inserted  between the mast (gooseneck) and the tackle. Now, by further slacking the uphill 

tackle and trimming the one submerged, the mast attempts to incline downward, whereupon 

the buoyancy of the masthend float levers the craft back upright. Then, the ginpole-rigged 

runner is trimmed to re-erect the mast. This recovery  tactic is accomplished – in a 32’ 

catamaran – by a solo sailor in minutes while he hardly gets his feet wet.  

Logic says that the Hybrid Wing, with its large, sealed internal volume, could be used for re-

righting  multihulls, without needing a  masthead float. A powered winch, connected to the 

running shroud tackles, could even initiate re-righting automatically. Of course, the Wing 

would have to survive the knockdown, but with modern synthetic rigging, and the extreme 

stresses otherwise accepted by the Wing, current evidence suggests it could reliably withstand 

a knockdown. “I’d rather talk about it after it’s been done,” says Randy. “But along with 

everything else we’re doing, if we can get this auto-recovery thing to work dependably, it 

would mean a sailor can make a big mistake and still sail away. That’s huge!” 

 

⃰ 7  Cut from page 7, belongs with article about Eagle 

The craft was being built right side up, bridge and hulls together, except that the 

outboard “planking” panel of each hull was left off until the interiors are completed. 

This provided an “X-ray perspective” view of the boat’s anatomy, as seen in some 
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drawings, but I had never before seen it “in the flesh.” It was like witnessing a reverse 

vivisection, a creature coming alive via constructive surgery. 

 

No #   Belongs with article about Eagle 

Perhaps the greatest challenge in hydrofoiling undersail is the issue of auxiliary 

power. The trouble with “flying” vessels  is that, in light winds, they spend too much 

time not flying. Needed is that burst of thrust to throw open the takeoff window, and 

that gentle boost to keep it open if the breeze drops..Some sort of underwater jet, 

retractable as landing gear, is needed to make sailing hydrofoilers truly practical, 

especially in commercial applications. 

 

No #, belongs in later article 

Whether achieved by Sussman or some other visionary, this vessel will announce the 

arrival of a sea change in marine architecture, the ground swell of which has been 

building since the close of World War II. This change, typified by light weight, will 

likely culminate in the combination of some version aero-wings with hydro-wings on 

practical seafaring vessels both recreational and commercial  

 

 

End Footnotes, etc.  1,312 words 


